Two year~ ago I had the privilege of addressin~ this audience here in
Chicago.
At that time the, Securities Exchange Act had just been vassed.
Misgivings abounded both as to its efficacy and its objectives, heightened
undoubtedly by the intensity of feeling that the passage of that Act had
aroused.
I tried in that talk of two ~"ears ,ago to make plain some of the
alms of both that Act and the Securities Act~ Two years, 'it is true, is a
very short time from any long range viewpoint; and it is clear today that
the past two years represent only the beginnings of development in the
technique of securities regulation.
But I recall that two years ago the
problems we faced seemed enormous ,and almost insurmoun~able.
It was shortly ,after I spoke to you that the new Securities and Exchange
Commission was .appointed. It is worth our while thinking back to the situation that it faced.
The Securities Act had been in operation for ,a year,
yet its obligations were shunned by finance and its objectives a matter of
mystery and suspicion.
The capit~l markets were temporarily stagnant and
popu L arly spoken of as "frozen".
Lawyers felt it their duty to warn clients
against imagined dangers of accepting the obligations that Act imposed.
It
was generally alleged and popul~rly believed t~at the Act was not only unworkable, but that it completely impeded the flow of capital and was .acting
as a deterrent to recovery.
I thir~ the fears of business men with respect
to the Securities Act were typified in a question wh Lch ..e as asked me at this
"If you were a director
meeting of t ..,O ye ar-s ago. The question was this:
or an officer of a large corporation would you si211 a registra.tion st.atement,
having in mind your wife/,and family?"
That perhaps illustrates something of the fears and of the proolem the
new Securities and Exchange Commission had to face. We had a few basic registration forms still in a very experimental stage; we had the framework of
a set of rules and regulations, many of theM untried .ani awaiting Modification and amendment.
But up to that time we had had neither the confidence
nor the understanding of the bu;;;int::ss
community.
The public attitude toward the new Exchange Act was very ~uch the same.
In going over some old papers the other nay I happened across a p ack age of
cards on which were written those questions which were asked me at this last
meeting.
I have referred to one that seemed quite representative of public
sentiment toward the Securities Act. Here are a few t.hat.de a L t with the
neWly passed Exchange Act. One question asked, "Won't the stock exchange
regUlation act tend to drive money from the United States to other markets
such as Tc'ronto, London, etc?"
Another question:
"Is it the intention of
the Securities Exchange Act to decrease trading in stocks on the stock
exchanges?
If so, why?"
Another man expressed himSelf in this manner:
"The volume of trading on the stock exchanges today is about 1/10 of the
volume a year ago. In your opinion how much of this decrease is due to the
Securities Act of 1933 and the stock exchange regUlation act Just passed?"
There was the genuine worry of this question:
"What effect will the stock
exchange bill have on the delisting of securities?"
There were many others in a similar vein.
I a~ sure you ~an easily
remember how most of us felt at that time. I say most of "us" 'advisedly
for, while the many problems presented by the Exchanee Act were a source of

- 2 genuine worry to you, they were certainly as grave a source of worry to
those who had the r-e sp on sLb Ll.Lt.y of m ak i ng what was then me re Ly a law into
a living and active institution.
Some 45 securities exchanges had to be granted either registration or
exemption in accordance with the terms of the new Act. Registration had to
be provided for some 5,000 securities listed and traded on those exchanges.
Requirements
and forms had to be drafted to cover the variety of situations
that they presented.
Rules had to be drawn to implement almost every section of the Act, and each of these necessi~ated consideration of the sensitive and delicate mechanisms of finance.
There were temporary registration
and permanent registration,
pools .and proxies, annual reports and insider's
rules, each a new problem
reports, floor trading rules and ove r-ct.he-ccount.errequiring an untried technique.
It is fair to liken the work that has b~en done during these past two
years to that of cons t ruc t.Lng a complex machine.
But unlike the problem of
the engineer or the draftsman, this machine, f'r-om its very n at.ur e, had to be
kept running without breakdown through all the stages of its construction.
A temporary framew9rk was all that could be at f~rst erected, for indeed the
data for judgment were still in the main Lack i ng , Defects naturally appeared,
calling for quick substitution or repair.
Fortunately a cooperative spirit
was present, together with toleration for our mistakes.
Even now only the In8J or outlines of the structure are app ar-ent ,
As it
stands today it is far from ~omplete.
The greatest part of our equipment
for the work of protecting the investor has yet to be developed.
The Securities and Exchange Commission today faces not the '~entle task of polishing
and refining, but the stern work of continued building.
The very incompleteness of our work makes it mutually worth our while to consider where we are
and whither we may be tending.
A great deal has been said about the technical
ties Act and the Securities Exchange Act, but it is
detail the mechanics of these two statutes.
Rather
the general obJectives which th~se two complementary
protecting the investors in our securities mar~ets,
these purposes have and can be realized:

aspects of the Securinot my purpose here to
let me discuss with you
statutes prescri1e for
and the extent to which

Three major principles are to govern.
The first is that of controllIng the extent of credit available for the purpose of purctasing and carrying securities -_ a control designed to prevent undue speculation in our
security markets through the ready availability of cred~t for that purpose.
The second aim __ and this is basic to the entire legislative scheme -- is
the work-a-day task of making the investment problem less a ~atter of mystery and more a matter of intelligence, by seeking and presenting adequate
infor~ation
about companies whose securities are traded upon the national
markets or are offered for sale upon a national scale.
And, finally, this
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legislation seeks to drive fraudulent and questionable practices
securities business, penalizing deceit in the ~ale of securities
ning manipulative tactics from our stock exc~anges.

from the
and ban-

To ,accomplish the first objective, that of curbing undue speculation
through the excessive use of credit, the Federal Reserve Board (now the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System) was given the power to
control both the extent to which securities could be carried on margin by
brokers and ,also the extent to which banks and other fi~ancial institutions
could lend to others for the purpose of purchasing or carrying equity securities. The method by which this system of ~argin control was introduced is
illustrati ve of a maj or principle of ,all good administr,ation, to introduce
control with a minimum of friction and readjustment.
In 1934. it was believed tQat the eXisting rates of margin required by the exchange rules and
the customs of the trade were too low. On the other hand, it was recognized that a sudden increase in these rates might well have an effect of
retarding for a period of time the thin but increasing flow of financing and
the gradual improvement of security values that was then taking place. A
solution to this apparent dilemma was evolved by the so-called three-pronged
margin formula, one of whose purposes ~as to increase margins as security
values enhanced until they should re ach the ratio of 45 per cent of market
value.
The effect of the ,application of these rules is i'nteresting to follow.
Prior to their promulgation, the exch~.gest own margin requirements app1ic,able to fair-sized accounts, stood at a l~ttle less than 24 per cent of the
market ~alue of the securities carried.
Tr.e regulations that went into
effect on October 1, 1934, had the genex'al effect of increasing tha.t ra1:lio
to about 28 per cent. As the result of the general enhancement in security
values, without alteration of the regulations and by a process of grad~al
application, in January of this year the general level of these rates had
climbed above 40 per cent of ~arket value. This increase continued, so that
when recently the Governors of the Federal Reserve System provided a flat
ratio of 55 per cent of market values, no noticeabl¥ serious market-wise
effect or serious obJection was made to that cQange.
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It is not my purpose here to discuss at length the work and responsibilities of another governmental agency, but I may, perhaps, be pardoned
in referring .to this experience as 1ndica~ve
of two factors:
first,
that of reaching object.ives by a gradual but firm method of procedure;
aa td , secondly, as demonstrative of a determination to prevent the direct
use of credit from making possible undue speculative movements in our
securi ty m ar-ze t s,
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More important, perhaps, from the long term viewpoint, is the second
great objective of this legislation.
This is the prosaic but penetrating
effort to bring about adequate disclosure of the facts concerning securities of national importance.
I need not take ~ou through the mechanics
whereby that disclosure is achieved.
The past two years has witnessed
financing operations in the neighborhood of four billion dollars through
the char.nels of the Securities Act, and the registration of the vast
majority of securities th~t are listed upon our national securities exchanges.
The Commission has attempted to faci~itate compliance with t.he
registration requirements by devising forms for report.ing that are appropriate for the divergent types of business that must use them. While the
f~rst steps for securing this disclosure have been taken and a skeleton
framework set up, the task of moulding that framework to meet the varying
d~mands upon it still remains to be done. No provisions yet exist, for
~ample,
for providing for current quarterly information from corporations
listed upon exchanges that fall within the class for which such reports
would be appropriate.
The di fficul ty of providing adequate reporting
forms to meet their special needs leaves some types of listed securities
still exempt from the reportinJ requirements until further studies have
been made. For new issues, a few basic reporting forms have been promulgated, but there is need for 1urther refinement to make the required
disclosure more suitable to the needs of th~ individual investor and the
type of business that seeks new funds.
It is to the significance of this principle of disclosure that I
It rested upon two great faiths, the first
wish to turn your attention.
of which is now a reality, and the second whose realization is incapable
of being jUdged over such a short period of time. The first was the
faith that American industrial enterprise would recognize the importance
~o itself of accepting the'responsibilities
of full and complete disclosure.
How American enterprise measured up to that faith is, to me, a
thing that bespeaks the true and abiding greatness of this country.
The
assumption of this responsibility and - considering the traditions of the
past, it was not a light responsibility - was as a whole gladly undertaken. True, there were so~e grumblings as to the disclosure of some
de~ails, such as corporate salaries and data as to sales.
Indeed, in some
of the latter instances where the circumstances were extremely unusual,
the Commission exercised its discretion to grant the plea for confidential
treatment.
In only a few instances have corporations differed so with the
Commission's judgment on these matters that they are seeking to review it
in the courts.
The importance of the assumytion of this responsibility of disclosure
lies in the fact that American business has voluntarily recognized the
obligations of corporate management to its vast and scattered ownership.
It implies greater fidelity to ~hose fiduciary standards which must of
necessity govern in the case o£ what can truly be called public corporations.

- 1The assumption of these obli~ations carries with it also another and
equally fundamental elevation of standards.
These are the standards of
independence and of professional excellence which experts, such as ao- ~
countants or engineers, set for themselves.
Any management that cannot
face the analysis of independent experts is inherently to be distrusted.
In its insistence upon the independence and integrity of these experts
the statute bolsters forces that were at work within these professions
even before its passage.
And what the Commission can and does give is
support to the accountant who has a true sense of his responsibility to
the investing public in whose behalf he is employed.
In securing independence and integrity for experts such as these, a far more vital protection is given the investor than what can be .afforded by even the best
wa tchdogging of a governmental body.
The second faith, the one that I said could only be gauged from the
standpoint of reali zation years hence, is the fal th that as security
buyers we, as a nation, would become more intelligent .and less likely to
seek the shearing that the hope of speculative },rofits always holds.
Recovering from 1929, we felt determined that this thin~ mus t not occur
again.
Some of the blame for ~hat debacle we put where it rightly belonged -- on manipulative
tactics, on irresponsible corporate management,
on the malpractices of issuing houses, and the like. These things we
sought to prevent, and effective legislation with efficient administration
may well eliminate these abuses.
But some of that blame, perhaps a large
part, rested only upon us in our cupidity -- our desire to make something
out of nothing or out of very little.
That impUlse, it is true, had some
excuse where inadequate disclosures forced the substitution of blind
guesses for reali ty. But the principle of disclosure can have the effect
of narrowing the margin of guess-work, and make possible the line of
demarcation between investment and speculation.
In other words, the means
for national self-discipline
are at hand, but only time can tell whether
they will be employed.
Every effort that is reasonably possible r'or- t he dissemination of
investment information is being pursued by the Commission.
Harked improvement is to be seen in the quality of annual reports to stocl~olders.
Proxies are slowly
becoming intelligible.
The material in our reference
rooms, in \{ashington, flew York and Chicago is dr-awn upon daily by leading
financ~al services and truly conscientious investmen~ adVisers.
In accomplishing our task of making available basic information to a
purchaser of securities, whether old or new, only a portion of the field.
has been covered.
True it is that no public offering of a security, with
some Minor exceptions, may now be made unless information is give~
True
it is also that no new securities may be listed upon an excb ang e Id t hout.
accompanying publicity of the necessary facts concerning its issuer.
Yet
there remains a vast reservoir of securi~ies for which information is not
required.
These are securi ties already i ssued by companies, the management of which has not sought for them an exchange marke~,
and which m~
not be adapted for daily trading to that type of market.
But the desirability of extending this principle of disclosure ~o all securities of a
national character was reco~nized in the beginning by Congress, for it
directed the Commission to adopt rules and regUlations to secure to investors tradin~ in these over-the-counter
markets protection comparable to
that provided for investors who purchase securities upon national securities exchanges.:
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An exchange market is obviously a privilege and admission to this
market could therefore be conditioned upon the disclosure of adequate
information.' If the management did not choose to assume this responsibility no irreparable loss would be suffered by security holders since the
over-the-counter
market remained.
Put this technique of exclusion from
the market in the absence of adequate disclosure would clearly be too
harsh, if used to compel the giving of information about securities whose
only market is over-the-counter.
The burden of such a penalty would fall
heaviest upon the innocent security holder who would be deprived of
practically all liquidity by haVing only an intrastate market in which to
reallize upon his holdings.
In legislation now pending before Congress,
the Commission sought to alleviate this situation by requiring corporations floating a security issue of a trUly national size to file, in
addition to the information required by the Securities Act of 1933, and in
the absence of its as sump t Lon of responsibili ties under the Exchange Act,
periodic reports during the period that the security is outstanding in the
hands 0 f the public.
Ho over ni ght results will spring from this requirement.
Only slowly, as new money is sought, or as new corporations are
formed, will the end of adequate disclosure of the facts concerning securities in our over-the-counter markets be achieved.
We have had too little experience to tell whether the flow of new
capital into industry is, as a result of the requirements for disclosure,
reaching any new and less wasteful direction.
We have had enoueh, however,
to know that we can nip many a fraudulent scheme in the bud, and because
of our watchfulness drive the gentry who conceive these schemes to other
climates and other pursuits more healthful to their seemingly incurable
temperaments.
We have also had enough experience to knou that disclosure
is effective, and to gauge the building of heavy and healthful sales resistance as the inferior quality. of a security offering becomes patent to
those who will take the small time to read. This aspect of our work ~in
truth, conservation of our financial resources, perhaps unspectacular but
nevertheless very real.
The final objective of our securities legislar..ionwas to provide a
federal agency to cope with fraudulent practices in the sale of secur i ties
that had achieved a nation-wide scale in size and theatre of op era t.Lon s,
In addition to a general ~rohibition of fraud in the sale of securities,
the Securities Exchange Act has specifically forbidden certain vypes of
activities upon exchanges.
These are the familiar tactics of the manipulator:- the wash sale and the matched order, the creation of actual or
app ar-en t trading activity
solely for the purpose of attracting others
into the market, and the familiar methods of rumor and tip. To accomplish
these purposes the statutes have armed our Cou~ission with two powers: to transmit evidence of these activities to the Department of Justice for
criminal prosecution, or to bring action upon our own initiative in the
courts to enjoin persons from the continuance, actual or threatened, of
such practices.
And, under the Exchange Act, as an additional Means of
driving manipulative practices from the exchanges, by an administrative
proceeding, subject to jUdicial reView, the Commission m~ suspend or
expel persons f'ound gUil ty of such practices from the "business of brokers
or dealers as well as from the exchangcs~
In ir..seffort to stamp out
fraud and m.anipulation, the :::Olmnission
has availed itself of all of these
methods.
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In a.recent case the Commission obtained preliminary injunctions
against 16 persons who were engaged in forcing up the price of a stock
on an exchange for the purpose of unloading their own holdings on the
Fublic at a profit.' The method they used was to sUbsidize a number of
people in the securities business to recommend the stock to their clients
in the guise of givin~ impartial advice.. The public was so taken in that
the 'price of the stock rose about 50% and trading volume increased six
times, which would have enabled the manipulators to realize a tidy profit,
had not the Commission intervened.
In this transaction, the actual
trading took place in a single city but the tipsters operated in at least
a half a dozen cities in various parts of the country.
I cite this instance merely to illustrate the national character of
many of these frauds and the necessity of controlling them, if they are to
be controlled, by.an agency which can disregard the limitations of state
lines.
It is hardly appropriate for an enforcing agency to measure the
success or failure of its achievements in the prevention of fraud or
manipulation.
Any casual observer of security markets knows the tendency
during the period of rising values for the uninitiated to ascribe these
rising values to pool activities and the like. The same tendency could be
observed during 1932 when the market was falling, on the p art even of those
who had superior sources of infor~ation, to ascribe the decline to concentrated short-selling and similar activities.
UndoUbtedly a more active
market, that indicates greater public participation in exchange transactions, increases the temptation to manipulate prices.
But with practices
of this character, by whomever employed, there C~l obviously be no tolerance either by the Commission or the exchanges.
The instability created
by undue speculation in our security markets cannot be permitted to be
exaggerated by the intrusion of manipulation.
The distinction between manipUlation and legitimate practices is not
always easy to discern.
TwO series of transactions may superficially be
the same and, yet one will fall within the ban of the law because of the
purpose for which it is done, and the other will not. I give you this
generali ty to illustrate one of the inherent di ffieul ties involved in the
detection of manipulation.
Horeover, enforcement, to be effective, cannot
be mere~y sporadic, nor can it be superfic~al.
One can never know at what
point in a series of apparently innocuous transactions the eVil-doing will
reveal itself.
Enforcement must, therefore, have under continuous view
the entire scope of trading in our security markets.
It must follow to
completion the examination of every suspicious circumstance.
In a recent
investigation the trail of stock transactions led through 197 brokerage
offices.
It took four months to complete.
This was but one of many
nor~al routine investigations which are at all times in progress.
Today,
.as on every other day, there are between 50 and 75 specific stock market
situations under inquiry.
This picture may serve to convey to you some
sense of what enforcement in this field implies.
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The detection of manipulation is only one means of dealing with the
broad prohlem of fraud prevention.
The Commission this year put iuto
ope r-at Lon a scheme for the registration of dealers and brokers in t he Overthe-counter markets.
Such a scheme was essential to secure adequate data
with reference to the persons who were making markets in this class of securities.
Incidental to the broad plan of registration some minimum rUles
were adopted to provide a few simple standards that would tend toward the
elimination of fraud and other unfair practices.
Also, some dealers and
brokers were denied the right to do business in this field because of misrepresentation .as to their activities Or proved unfitness to ~ontinuein that
trade.
This plan of registration has the important benefit of providing us
with information as to the organization and past history of' some 6,000 fii'ms,
corporations
and persons eng aged in the securi ty business.
It enables us,
for example, to discover that men driven from the securities business in
New York have fled to Michigan or from Michigan to Colorado.
Freely interchanging our data with that of various s~ate security commissions, we can
thus make tight the network of fraud control over the United States as a
whole.
I cannot pass by the creation and completion of these devices wi~hout
expressing my appreciation of the spirit of cooperation and helpfulness
t~at the Commission has met all along the line. As soon as the.objectives
of the Commission in this work became apparent, the fact that those aims
were identical with the aims of the best element in the business and would
redound to the benefit of that element, made assistance and helpfulness the
keynote of the reaction of the security business to this work. For my part,
and in behalf of the wider public good, I profoundly hope that that unanimity of purpose and activity will endure.
To Swn up in broad terms the work of the Commission and make no mention
of the Public Utility Holding Company Act, would be to forget an important
portion of the Commission's activity ~~d a significant function that has
been entrusted to it since I talked to you two years ago. Here, again we
are d~aling with .an act that aroused bitter antagonism from its inception.
Unfortunately,
however, the passage of this Act was not followed, as in the
Exchange Act, by a similar willingness to work out ltS implications and to
define in more concrete terms its obJectives.
From the begiDIling the Commission has been immersed in litigation with reference to the Holding Company Apt and, until that issue of federal authority is settled, and definite1y settled, the work of the administration is necessarily somewhat
curtailed.
Unf'cr-t.un ate Ly, only a few of the larger holding companies pursued, what seemed to me then and what seems to~me still, the wiser policy
of working along under the Act and resorting to the courts when its administration would, in their judgment, do them concrete and unjustifiable
hurt. The majority chose to resort, in the first instance, to the courts
.and, in thereby doing so, unfortunately transferred the heat of political
controversy to the courts.
That issue of federal authority must now be
fought out with all the attendant waste that is involved in JUdicial
struggles of this character when they take the form of a wholesale attack.
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This issue, however, awaits decision and will, in all pro~ability,
come before the Supreme Court 'for adjudication at the next term of court.
M~anwhile, our efforts .are bent towards the creation of an administrative
scheme t~at will be adequate for th~ tdsk when the work of regulation will
in .all its fullness be upon us.
In this, fortunately. we have had both
help .and gUidance from the parties now affected.
Its efficacy is being
tested eve n now on a sl1'\aller
sc al.eby its application to the comp an Le s t~at
,are within our jurisdiction.
I have heard nothing to indiqate that they
have suffered as a consequence either as to the efficiency of their operation or .as to the security of their investments.
Indeed, I believe t~at
those companies who have had the ~isdom to work With, rather than against
us, will find that that judgment will reSUlt, not only in benefit to
operation, but in Lnc re ase of public esteem.
I have .attempted to give you this broad picture of the Commission's
activities under all three of the statutes administered by it. I hope
I have given you SOInt: sense of the fact that t he method of administration
must approximate closely to the scientific process -- the .attitude of accumulating
ade qu at.e qat a for judgment before act ion. It seems to me an
essent~al of proper administration that it must be able to gauge. rather
than to guess, the const:qut:nces of its action.
Especially true is this in
a field such as finance, where governlllental control is, as yet, with little
concrete experience and with a far from trained personnel.
:\ot only is
this .attitude of deliberation and study preceding act Lon one which seems
to me a necessity but one in ~hich I, for one, take intense pride.
Those
who ~ave only the slightest. knowled~e of our history in the development
of administrative
methods of control mus t recognize the unwisdom of
hazarding alL upon a prejudice.
In dealing with the intricate mechanisms
of f'Lnano e , we are affecting forces far too vi t a.L to our national life
to risk the possibility
of Ultimate failure.
True, there have been and
there will be errors but a ready and speedy recognition of misdirection
is, in itself, the s af'eguard .against the m ak Lng of f'und amerrta L errors
t~at cannot be rep-aired. If these attitudes and this spirit endure, and
there is also firmness of purpose to accomplish the objectives of the
legis~ation. one need have little fear of precipitate and ill-considered
.action on the one hand or of debilitating ~naction on the other.
Inst~ad,
from them shou Ld spring the hope that however un spect acu Lar- the task, the
f'ound at.Lorrs for promoting our flnanci a1 well-being are being Lai d well
and enduringly.

